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3.6 Add-ons: Constraints

 Add-on: Knowledge Representation Mechanism used 
together with one of the others to cover “special 
knowledge” with special processing

 Constraints: collection of conditions that must be 
fulfilled by solutions/answers found

 Very similar to interpreted predicates (i.e. set PI in 
logics)

 Other add-ons (can be constraints or other):
 Handling of time
 Spatial information
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Basic data structures

 Single constraint =�
(in-)equation in variables of base mechanism

 Definition set /interval for variables must be 
provided

 Constraint consists of one or several single 
constraints
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Semantics

 All constraints that are considered by the base 
mechanism to be active together must have a solution 
within their definition area�
  constraints together form a search problem of �
 finding a solution (resp. determining, if there is a �
 solution)

 Interpretations for definition areas are provided by 
the constraint mechanism
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How to get knowledge into the 
representation structure

 Constraints describing limitations on the variables in 
them are  added to the elements of the base 
mechanism

 Definition areas D can be seen as additional 
constraints of the form x ∈ D

 Variables occurring both in statements of the base 
mechanism and constraints usually have to fulfill 
certain conditions to be treated correctly; this has to 
be taken into account when using constraints
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Discussion
   Mechanism to deal with constraints can be totally 

different than mechanism to deal with base logic�
 use of special semantics�
 use of special procedures (for example to solve �
 linear equations)�
 hierarchical knowledge representation�
 more efficiency�
but: where to draw the line between base mechanism�
 and constraints?

-  Interaction base mechanism and constraint 
mechanism usually tricky (for example, constraint 
mechanism only checks for solvability or has to 
produce a unique value)
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And what about processing data?

 Constraints are helpful, if a special mechanism for 
handling them exists

 Special mechanism gets set of constraints and returns 
solution

 Constraint mechanism can be seen as procedure 
called by the base mechanism whenever constraints 
are encountered
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3.7 When take what?
Frames ! 

Modal logics ! 

? 
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Rules of thumb

 Theoretical investigations: what is possible?�
 Logics

 Knowledge already in very similar format�
 take format

 Hierarchical structures / inheritance�
 semantic nets, frames

 Represent certain input-output behavior�
 neural nets

 Laws, rules�
 rule sets


